
TIDE “POP IN ” HATS N HEELS - (:60)

Picture. You’re tuned in to AMERICA’S GOT TALENT. An NBC
‘MORE COLORFUL’ ID comes on, branding the show you’re
watching.

ANNOUNCE (V.O.)
You’re watching AMERICA’S GOT

TALENT on NBC.

A TRANSLUCENT SOAP BUBBLE floats into frame. Then another.
Still another. Soon the screen is filled with BUBBLES.

A large BUBBLE rolls into frame -- inside we see a MCU of OUR
HOST. She rotates inside the Bubble in 3 dimensions -- like
she’s literally inside it.

The Bubble bursts, revealing Our Host on a small set with
prop signage that reads: “Pop In!”

*The set and the Pop In logo are subtly infused with the Tide
logo color palette.

HOST
Hi Everyone - welcome to Pop In!
The only show that gives you a

daily dose of pop culture in less
time than it takes to log online!

I’m (TBD).

Attention, Moms! Those Justin
Bieber bangs you just sprung for at
the salon are about to get covered
with the newest trend in head gear.

GRAPHIC: a cool rotating picture of a mohawk hat.

HOST (CONT’D)
Say hello to the coolest way to

keep warm this winter -- the Mohawk
hat. Can’t you just picture Gwen
Stafani and Gavin Rossdale’s kids

keeping warm in one of these?

She takes one out and plays with it.

HOST (CONT’D)
These spiky hats are seeing a huge

spike in sales, and all of the
biggest retailers are getting in on

the action.
(trying it on)

What do we think? Very Zuma.
(MORE)



(CONT’D)

 
HOST

Very Kingston Rossdale. Okay,
enough of that.

She takes off the hat.

HOST (CONT’D)
And so we move from heads to heels.

GRAPHIC: Foot Fetish

HOST (CONT’D)
As we all know, the fashion world is
crazy for shoe collaborations. And
so we bring you the latest craze in

fashion forward footwear.

Remember those Velcro sandals you
used to wear on family trips to the

Cape during your awkward phase?

Well, an outdoor footwear company
has teamed up with an LA-based
clothing label to create the

ultimate sandal they claim is “the
most comfortable performance high

heel on the planet.”

Our Host puts Teva’s Performance Heel on her crescent shaped
desk.

HOST (CONT’D)
Behold. “The Performance high
heel.” Talk about versatile.

GRAPHIC: A picture of a model wearing the heels.

HOST (CONT’D)
These outdoor stilettos have

Hollywood Hills written all over
them. I mean, who knows who you
might run into when you’re on a

long sweaty hike, right? 

We cut closer to our talent.

HOST (CONT’D)
And on that high - very high -

note, we’re out of time right here…



Our Host is enveloped in a giant 3D BUBBLE. Camera pulls back
to reveal the BUBBLE is surrounded by several other similar
BUBBLES.

HOST (CONT’D)
But we’re keeping things going online 

where you can pop into the conversation 
at NBC.com/Pop In.  See you next time!

Graphic: Pop In.

Our Host’s BUBBLE POPS! Revealing the TIDE logo.

OUR HOST (V.O.)
Brought to you by Tide.

Graphic:! POP IN. STAND OUT.


